The 61st Bangkok Gems and Jewelry Fair opens

Barclays restores dividend but fails to hit estimates on profits

U.S. Intel plans $5 bn investment in Israeli plant

Oil drops toward $60 on dollar strength, U.S. Supply Concerns

The Ministry of Commerce’s Department of International Trade Promotion (DITP) officially opened the 61st Bangkok Gems and Jewelry Fair (BGJF) under the theme "Bangkok Gems and Jewelry, the World’s Jewelry Fair." The Ministry of Commerce has carried out activities to promote the growth of the gems and jewelry industry in order to support exports in the Thai jewelry and gemstone industry, which is vital to the world economy. The Ministry of Commerce has also worked to raise awareness of Thai jewels through various events and activities.

The 61st Bangkok Gems and Jewelry Fair opened with a ceremony attended by the minister of commerce.

The event is expected to receive more tourists and visitors, increasing Thailand’s exports of gems and jewelry. Additionally, the Thai government is establishing an international Thai jewelry and gemstone fair to promote the industry.

The Thai government has also established the Thai Gems and Jewelry Authority to promote the industry. The organization aims to promote Thai jewelry and gemstone products internationally and establish a national and international Thai jewelry council. The council will work to promote and protect Thai jewelry and gemstone products.
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